
To Listen to recording: 
https://myhealthplan.webex.com/myhealthplan/ldr.php?RCID=313762c1c690f1f89cf48
8e758971879

Past Network Call Notes are available at:

http://www.dot.state.mn.us/mnsaferoutes/news/network_calls.html

Please note: recordings of the Network Calls are archived for 6 months only.
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2 page printable version sent with PDF of meeting notes
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Session ends May 22. If they do not reach a budget there could be a partial state shut 
down.

For updates Follow on Facebook: 
https://www.facebook.com/MinnesotansforHealthyKidsCoalition/

Active Transportation: The House and Senate negotiated a compromise and passed 
their omnibus transportation conference committee report on Monday. Gov. Dayton 
vetoed the bill for many reasons, so they are back to the negotiating table to revive 
another omnibus transportation bill before the end of session. Since our language 
establishing an active transportation program was included in the first conference 
committee report, we are very hopeful that we will be able to establish the statewide 
active transportation program in the final transportation bill. However, the version in 
the first bill did not include any funding source for the program so we are advocating 
hard that the next iteration of the bill includes ongoing dedicated funding for active 
transportation. (Safe Routes to School would be an eligible use of the funds through 
the new active transportation program if enacted.)

Safe Routes to School: In other good news more specific to SRTS, the omnibus 
transportation conference committee report also included a small one-time increase in 
funding for Safe Routes to School infrastructure ($1M). We are still working hard to get 
the $6M we need for SRTS infrastructure in the bonding bill. The Senate’s version of 
the omnibus bonding bill includes $6M; the House version of the omnibus bonding bill 
has $1.652M included (the House bonding bill did not have the requisite super-majority 
to pass on the House floor on Wed. May 17th); and Gov. Dayton did not include SRTS in 
his bonding bill but rather hoped to secure additional money within the transportation 
bill. We will keep fighting for the Senate’s version in the final bill! The bonding bill 
requires a 2/3 majority of the House and Senate to pass, which makes it more difficult 



to strike a deal—but we are hopeful they will get it done this year since they couldn’t 
pass the bill last year in the “bonding session”. 
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What doesn’t work? What prevents walking?

Lack of connections and routes

E.g. no safe connections to nearby destinations

Feeling that pedestrians are second class citizens and not considered in day-to-day or in 
projects

E.g. road projects ignore peds withouh big advocacy push

Crossings and intersections are inconvenient and dangerous

E.g. wait times take forever; right turners never look for peds to the right

Routes are unusable (ADA), deserted, unpleasant

E.g. scary to walk alone, if wheelchair gets caught, nobody there

Poor maintanence and lack of way to report issues

E.g. confusion about how to report issues (snow on curb ramp); rarely successfully addressed 
because passed around to jurisdictions

Personal barriers

E.g. I’m too tired at the end of the day; I shouldn’t walk alone at niht
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Safety while walking to and from school is cited as the highest concern for parents and 
their children. Timperio, 2004 This is because of barriers such as high speed roads and 
a lack of pedestrian infrastructure to guarantee safety. In many places there are no 
sidewalks or shared use paths connecting homes to schools. Even where crosswalks or 
other pedestrian infrastructure may exist, they often occur in illogical places, making a 
trip longer, and children will create their own, more direct “desire paths”. Safe Routes 
to School, 2015 
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Minnesota Walks identified possible priority populations who would most benefit from 
pedestrian-level improvements throughout Minnesota. 

Additionally, populations experiencing a higher rate of health issues where safer places 
to walk could help include:

- People of color

- People with less education

- Women

- Lower-income groups
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Many of the community events attended were selected because they were family-
friendly, open to people of all ages, or related to a school event. 

To engage with youth, the project team used the community gathering engagement 
toolkit at events where many children were expected. Children and teens generally 
found the sticker dot voting easy and fun. Young children were also drawn in by the 
children’s map game board activity and some narrated the trip on the page. 

Led us to a few different approaches

High level information – like surveys and boards - good for gathering a base

Deeper information – like focus groups - to ask follow up questions
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Methods – “meeting in a box”

High level – toolkit, make it easy, helps with geographic reach, helps with 
sharing ownership, course correction – also mention survey
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Overarching themes – high level

Kids/Families - home

Older adults - place of worship

Urban areas - transit
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Overarching themes – high level
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Overarching themes – high level
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In October of 2015, a teen-focused conversation was launched on Citizens League’s 
online civic platform, Citizing! This conversation was designed to cover key topic areas 
to better understand teen perspectives. Six teen commentators were selected from a 
pool of over 60 applicants. The commentators formed the core discussion group; 
however, all teens were welcome to participate. The teen commentators were diverse 
in both race and geography. 
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The Minnesota Department of Transportation (MNDOT) Office of Transit is releasing 
applications for the 2017 publicly funded program year in the Rural and Small Urban 
areas. This application includes building accessible paths to a bus stop that is currently 
inaccessible; including curb cuts, sidewalks, and accessible pedestrian signals.
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Entry level 

Sign up and we can support with materials

Builds future champions into our network

Increases in the past couple of years
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Entry level 

Sign up and we can support with materials

Builds future champions into our network

Increases in the past couple of years
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To join the group… https://www.facebook.com/MinnesotaSafeRoutestoSchool/
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Implementation support

Funding

Capacity of rdcs

Evaluation

Completeness of an application (asks the most important questions)

Most planning work or largest # of students reached
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Using curriculum

Encouraging participation

Building visibility

http://www.dot.state.mn.us/mnsaferoutes/programs/poster_contest.html
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SRTS Academy will keep the application open to request local/regional trainings 
throughout the year. We cannot guarantee we will always have capacity. However, the 
team thought we would have the ability to accommodate most. Link included above.
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SHIP is July 26 and 27. Would it work for Network members to have the SRTS Meet up 
occur with SHIP conference? Please email Jill.chamberlain@bluecrossmn.com with 
comments.
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